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Star Wars, the Old Republic Apr 05 2024 A prequel to the upcoming
multi-player online game follows a smuggler's discovery of a rich
treasure that sparks a competition involving the Republic, the Empire,
the Hutts and the Jedi High Council, all of whom are manipulated by
an enigmatic spy. Video game tie-in.
Star Wars Legends: the Old Republic Omnibus Vol. 1 Jan 02 2024 A
long, long time ago, the Star Wars galaxy was a very different place.
Welcome to the Old Republic! When young Jedi Zayne Carrick is
framed for murder by his own masters, he goes on the run with three
unlikely allies: con artist Marn Hierogryph, fugitive scientist Camper
and bodyguard Jarael. But can they survive long enough to clear
Carrick's name, uncover a conspiracy -- and maybe gain a bit of profit
along the way? Strap in for an adventure that spans the galaxy, as this
ragtag group of heroes face corrupted Jedi, deadly Mandalorians, the
power of the Sith and much more! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Knights
of the Old Republic (2006) 1-50, Star Wars: Knights of the Old
Republic - War (2012) 1-5, Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic
Handbook (2007) 1, material from Star Wars: Knights of the Old
Republic/Rebellion (2006) 0
Star Wars Feb 28 2021 Follows the adventures of Zayne Carrick, one
lone Padawan who becomes a fugitive hunted by his own Masters for
the charge of murdering every one of his fellow Jedi-in-training and his
desperate race to clear his name.
Star Wars: The Old Republic Volume 2—Threat of Peace Jan 22
2023 A look at the era of Star Wars: The Old Republic, written by one
of the writers behind LucasArts and BioWare’s massive multiplayer
online game, Threat of Peace unveils a galaxy on the brink of
destruction three hundred years after the events of Knights of the Old
Republic! For decades, the Galactic Republic and the Sith Empire have
been at war. The Sith have gained control of the Outer Rim, but their
efforts to penetrate the Core Worlds have so far been thwarted. Now,
representatives from both sides attempt to negotiate a peace
treaty—but deception by the Sith puts the Jedi in an unfortunate
position. • Collects Star Wars: The Old Republic #1-#27, which
appeared originally online at swtor.com. • Bonus behind-the-scenes
content found nowhere else! • Written by Rob Chestney, one of the
writers behind the game! • Critical events prior to LucasArts and
BioWare’s massive multiplayer online game! • Discover more of the
newest Star Wars era!
Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic Volume 10—War Jan 10 2022
The Republic and the Mandalorians are at war, and some of the Jedi
are joining the fight! One Jedi, peace-loving Zayne Carrick, has found
himself on the front lines against his wishes—he’s been drafted . . .
And when Zayne is captured by the Mandalorians while storming
beaches with his fellow Republic troops, he suddenly is forced not only
to fight, but to fight alongside the enemy! Collects Star Wars: Knights

of the Old Republic—War #1–#5. * The perfect entry point into the
Star Wars galaxy!
Star Wars May 06 2024 An atlas to the game "Star Wars: the Old
Republic" with maps to navigate every planet. Includes concept art.
The Old Republic Series: Star Wars Legends 4-Book Bundle Feb
03 2024 Not just an epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts, Star
Wars: The Old Republic™ spawned a New York Times bestselling
series of novels—which are now together in one electrifying ebook
bundle. Fatal Alliance, Deceived, Revan, and Annihilation tell four
daringly original stories of Jedi and Sith that embody this unique,
beloved era in Star Wars Legends storytelling. . . . FATAL ALLIANCE
by Sean Williams From across the galaxy they’ve come: a Jedi
Padawan, an ex-trooper drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar
Squad, and a mysterious Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has
drawn them all together, in quest of a prize whose value may be the
wealth of a world itself. None intend to leave empty-handed. All have
secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever unite them as
allies—except the truth about the deadly danger of the object they
covet. But can Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire, join as one against
the certain doom of the galaxy? DECEIVED by Paul S. Kemp A Sith
warrior to rival the most sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords, Darth
Malgus brought down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault
that shocked the galaxy. But if war crowned him the darkest of Sith
heroes, peace will transform him into something far more
heinous—something Malgus would never want to be but cannot stop
becoming, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching.
Her name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Jedi Knight that Malgus cut
down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple was her Master. REVAN
by Drew Karpyshyn Hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior—Revan has
been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the
Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent on destroying the
Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of
redemption was the loss of his memories. All that’s left are
nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. One thing he’s certain of:
Something very dark is plotting against the Republic. With no idea
how to identify the threat, let alone stop it, Revan may be doomed to
fail. But only death can stop him from trying. ANNIHILATION by Drew
Karpyshyn After his triumphant destruction of a Sith superweapon
arsenal, covert agent Theron Shan is recruited for an even more
dangerous mission. A power struggle has the Empire in flux, but Darth
Karrid remains bent on total domination, using a fearsome Imperial
cruiser in her reign of terror. Now, joined by a hotheaded smuggler
and Karrid’s former Jedi Master, Theron must match wits and weapons
with a crew of the most cold-blooded dark side disciples. And if they
don’t seize their one chance to succeed, they will have countless
opportunities to die.

Learning To Twirl Jul 04 2021 In the 1960s, teen love meant
smooching in the back of a Pontiac and wearing his class ring. Nancy
and Peter are torn between their feelings, their Catholic faith, and the
threat of the Vietnam War draft. Big brother creates a love triangle.
Fatal Alliance: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Sep 05
2021 Long-standing foes must put aside their ancient grudges and
deep-seated distrust to uncover and defeat a threat to the galaxy
before it can escape its isolation—forcing Sith and Jedi to raise their
lightsabers together. “When I look into you, I see no loyalty. . . . I
sense only tangled allegiances. . . . Given a choice, I would never trust
you.” From across the galaxy they’ve come: agents of both the
Republic and the Sith Empire, an investigating Jedi Padawan, an ex-
trooper drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a
mysterious Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has drawn them all
together—in quest of a prize only one can claim. Each is prepared to
do what he must to possess the treasure, whose value may be the
wealth of a world itself. No one intends to leave empty-handed. All
have secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever unite them
as allies—except the truth about the deadly danger of the object they
covet. But can Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire—enemies for
millennia—join as one against the certain doom of the galaxy?
Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic II Oct 31 2023 You are the
Republic's only hope . . . or biggest threat. -Detailed stats, equipment,
and ability descriptions for all party members -Covers all main allies
and foes -Exhaustive Jedi Mastery helps you master each Jedi class -
Detailed maps for every planet and location -Construct the ultimate
weapon and armor kits with our expert workbench tips -All Secret
Powers unearthed! -All Jedi Party Members Revealed! -The best
ranged and melee weapons combat tested and approved!
Deceived: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Jul 28 2023 The
second novel set in the Old Republic era and based on the massively
multiplayer online game Star Wars®: The Old Republic™ ramps up the
action and brings readers face-to-face for the first time with a Sith
warrior to rival the most sinister of the Order’s Dark Lords—Darth
Malgus, the mysterious, masked Sith of the wildly popular “Deceived”
and “Hope” game trailers. Malgus brought down the Jedi Temple on
Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war
crowned him the darkest of Sith heroes, peace would transform him
into something far more heinous—something Malgus would never
want to be, but cannot stop, any more than he can stop the rogue Jedi
fast approaching. Her name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Knight that
Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple was her
Master. And now she’s going to find out what happened to him, even if
it means breaking every rule in the book. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most



popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: The Secrets of the Sith Feb 08 2022 Join Emperor
Palpatine, otherwise known as Darth Sidious, in this exploration of the
Sith and the evil allies of the dark side. The Secrets of the Sith will
thrill young fans with dark-side knowledge, incredible artwork, and
interactive features, such as pop-ups, booklets, and lift-the-flap inserts.
Star Wars Omnibus Aug 17 2022 After being framed for the death of a
fellow Padawan, Zayne Carrick joins up with a group of friends and
searches for a way to clear his name.
Path of Destruction Mar 31 2021
Annihilation: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Aug 29 2023
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Join Republic spy Theron Shan as
he faces off against the Sith Empire itself in this epic installment of
The Old Republic. Light side, dark side—these are just empty words. . .
. There are only two sides I care about: us and them. Republic or
Empire! The Sith Empire is in flux. The Emperor is missing, presumed
dead, and an ambitious Sith lord’s attempt to seize the throne has
ended fatally. Still, Darth Karrid, commander of the fearsome Imperial
battle cruiser Ascendant Spear, continues her relentless efforts to
achieve total Sith domination of the galaxy. But Karrid’s ruthless
determination is more than matched by the steely resolve of Theron
Shan, whose unfinished business with the Empire could change the
course of the war for good. Though the son of a Jedi master, Theron
does not wield the Force—but, like his renowned mother, he has the
spirit of rebellion in his blood. As a top covert agent for the Republic,
he struck a crucial blow against the Empire by exposing and
destroying a Sith superweapon arsenal—which makes him the ideal
operative for a daring and dangerous mission to end Ascendant
Spear’s reign of terror. Joined by hot-headed smuggler Teff’ith, with
whom he has an inexplicable bond, and wise Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural,
Darth Karrid’s former master, Theron must match wits and weapons
with a battle-tested crew of the most cold-blooded disciples of the
Dark Side. But time is running brutally short. And if they don’t seize
their one chance to succeed, they will surely have countless
opportunities to die.
Knights of the Old Republic Campaign Guide May 26 2023 This
campaign guide offers both players and Gamemasters a wide array of
new options that can be used to craft a unique roleplaying game
experience. Featuring new game material, this book presents an entire
campaign during the violent days of the Old Republic.
New and Old Wars Aug 05 2021
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: the Old Republic Vol. 4 Dec 01
2023 The Sith Empire has returned to the galaxy! Determined to crush
the Republic that sent them into exile, the Sith launch an attack on the
galaxy's Outer Rim -- with their sights set on the Core Worlds, the
heart of galactic unity. The Sith's Dark Council claims to want peace --
but both sides have unleashed spies that could turn the tide of war!
And on a frozen world, a lost tribe of Sith cut off from the galaxy is
about to have its fate changed forever, as a rebellious outcast
discovers ancient secrets that will lead him and his allies to the stars --
and beyond! COLLECTING: Star Wars: The Old Republic (2010) 1-6,

Star Wars: The Old Republic - The Lost Suns (2011) 1-5, Star Wars:
Lost Tribe of the Sith - Spiral (2012) 1-5; material from Star Wars
Tales (1999) 17, Star Wars Visionaries (2005)
Star Wars: The Old Republic Volume 3—The Lost Suns Mar 04
2024 One of the Republic's elite spies, Theron Shan, embarks on an
assignment to uncover dark secrets that could shatter the fragile
peace with the Sith and plunge the galaxy back into war! An old Jedi,
Ngani Zho--once Theron's mentor, and formerly thought lost in Sith
territory--has returned quite a bit more peculiar than before he left . . .
Unfortunately, he is the only one who can guide Theron on his mission.
Quickly, Theron's hands are full with Zho, a troublesome thief, and the
Sith who never should have let that old Jedi return to the Republic! *
Direct connections between game and comic! * Written by Alexander
Freed, a senior writer of the game! * Starring Theron Shan of the
legendary Shan bloodline.
Building the Golden Gate Bridge Oct 19 2022 "Explores various
perspectives on the process of building the Golden Gate Bridge. The
reader's choices reveal the historical details"--
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection Dec 21 2022 Collects Star
Wars: The Old Republic (2010) #1-6, Star Wars: The Old Republic -
The Lost Suns (2011) #1-5, Star Wars: Lost Tribe of the Sith - Spiral
(2012) #1-5; material from Star Wars Tales (1999) #17, Star Wars
Visionaries (2005). The Sith Empire has returned to the galaxy!
Determined to crush the Republic that sent them into exile, the Sith
launch an attack on the galaxy’s Outer Rim — with their sights set on
the Core Worlds, the heart of galactic unity. The Sith’s Dark Council
claims to want peace — but both sides have unleashed spies that could
turn the tide of war! And on a frozen world, a lost tribe of Sith cut off
from the galaxy is about to have its fate!
Star Wars Character Encyclopedia, Updated and Expanded
Edition Mar 12 2022 The definitive guide to more than 275 heroes,
villains, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy. The latest edition
of this beloved title has been comprehensively updated to include new
characters from Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker and both seasons of
Star Wars: The Mandalorian. Want to learn more about the Knights of
Ren? Curious as to where Padmé Amidala is from? Wonder how tall
Grogu is? To learn the answers to these questions and more, look no
further than Star Wars: Character Encyclopedia Updated and
Expanded Edition. Written by Star Wars experts, the book is full of fun
facts and intriguing information that’s guaranteed to enthrall fans of
all ages. With plenty of lesser-known details, even die-hard fans will
learn new facts about iconic characters. © & ™ 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection Jun 02 2021 A long, LONG time
ago... Discover the state of the Star Wars galaxy in the distant past in
this first volume of an Epic Collection series focusing on the ancient
Knights of the Old Republic! When young Jedi Zayne Carrick is framed
for the murder of his fellow Padawans, he is forced into an unlikely
alliance with the Snivvian con artist Marn Hierogryph. Their quest to
reveal the horrifying truth, and to obtain justice for the Padawan
Massacre, joins them with Jarael and Camper aboard the junk hauler
The Last Resort - and their adventures will take them from the

research station Flashpoint to the banking planet Telerath! Brace
yourself for days of fear...and nights of anger! COLLECTING: Star
Wars: Knights of the Old Republic 1-18, material from Star Wars:
Knights of the Old Republic/Rebellion 0
Star Wars: Commencement Jun 26 2023 Follows the adventures of
Zayne Carrick, one lone Padawan who becomes a fugitive hunted by
his own Masters for the charge of murdering every one of his fellow
Jedi-in-training and his desperate race to clear his name.
Deceived Sep 29 2023 The second novel set in the Old Republic era
and based on the massively multiplayer online game Star Wars: The
Old Republic TM ramps up the action and brings readers face-to-face
for the first time with a Sith warrior to rival the most sinister of the
Order's Dark Lords—Darth Malgus, the mysterious, masked Sith of the
wildly popular "Deceived" and "Hope" game trailers. Malgus brought
down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a brutal assault that shocked
the galaxy. But if war crowned him the darkest of Sith heroes, peace
would transform him into something far more heinous—something
Malgus would never want to be, but cannot stop, any more than he can
stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her name is Aryn Leneer—and
the lone Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi
Temple was her Master. And now she's going to find out what
happened to him, even if it means breaking every rule in the book.
The Art and Making of Star Wars: The Old Republic Feb 20 2023
Star Wars fans the world over are buzzing in anticipation of what
promises to be a defining moment in the history of multiplayer online
gaming: the release of Star Wars: The Old Republic. The game follows
the escalating war between the Jedi and the Sith thousands of years
before the events of the Star Wars films, and its innovative design
allows players to choose sides and help shape the history of the galaxy.
This gorgeous, full-color volume features the detailed art behind this
highly anticipated release from BioWare and LucasArts. With
character sketches, interviews, and artwork featuring the game s new
weapons, starships, and previously unexplored worlds, The Art and
Making of Star Wars: The Old Republic is the ultimate chronicle of the
newest Star Wars experience.
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection Dec 09 2021 The Republic is
rocked by war! As the galaxy descends into confl ict, Separatists target
the Republic's crucial cloning facility - and only a squadron of Starfi
ghters and a battalion of Jedi-led clone troopers stand in the way!
Meanwhile, Naboo, home of Padmé Amidala, is the next Separatist
target! How will General Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker react
as the Clone Wars begin? And while the battle rages, Mace Windu
struggles to reunite the divided Jedi! Peacemaker Shaak Ti goes on the
off ensive! Aayla Secura heads undercover! Yoda holds the fate of a
world in his hands! And Count Dooku pulls all the strings!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: REPUBLIC 49-54; STAR WARS: JEDI -
MACE WINDU, SHAAK TI, AAYLA SECURA, COUNT DOOKU
Star Wars : the Old Republic Jul 16 2022 A novelization of plots in
the online video game "Star Wars: The Old Republic" shares the story
of a mysterious Sith Lord who defies the Empire and destroys the Jedi
Temple, setting the stage for the Treaty of Coruscant.



Star Wars Legends Epic Collection Mar 24 2023 A long, long time ago
Discover the state of theÿStar Warsÿgalaxy in the distant past in this
first volume of an Epic Collection series focusing on the ancient
Knights of the Old Republic! When young Jedi Zayne Carrick is framed
for the murder of his fellow Padawans, he is forced into an unlikely
alliance with the Snivvian con artist Marn Heirogryph. Their quest to
reveal the horrifying truth, and to obtain justice for the Padawan
Massacre, joins them with Jarael and Camper aboard the junk hauler
The Last Resort �ÿand their adventures will take them from the
research station Flashpoint to the banking planet Telerath! Brace
yourself for days of fear and nights of anger! Collecting: Star Wars:
Knights of the Old Republic #1-18 & material from Star Wars: Knights
of the Old Republic/Rebellion #0
Star Wars Omnibus Knights of the Old Republic Vol. 3 Jan 27
2021 Collects Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic (2006) #38�#50
and Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic - War (2012) #1�#5. Free
from the false charges against him, former Padawan Zayne Carrick
discovers that one of his allies, Jarael, has been running from her past.
Soon Zayne is caught in a web of sport dueling, slavery, an evil twin,
an ancient society, and finally, the frontline of the Mandalorian Wars.
Crucible Nov 07 2021 When Han and Leia Solo arrive at Lando
Calrissian's Outer Rim mining operation to help him fend off a hostile
takeover, they join forces with Luke Skywalker to confront a
dangerous adversary with evil intentions and a vendetta against Han.
Star Wars Lost Tribe of the Sith: the Collected Stories Oct 07
2021 This collection of nine stories is for fans of the New York Times
bestselling 'Fate of the Jedi' series, as it features the original story of
the tribe of Sith that play such a crucial role in those novels.
Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: the Old Republic Vol. 5 May
02 2021 The Old Republic draws to a stunning conclusion! As the Sith
overtake the galaxy, a group of brave Jedi continue hit-and-run
missions -- but Jedi Knight Kerra Holt's first mission goes horribly
wrong. Now, Kerra intends to liberate as many innocents as possible --
and find the truth about her missing family in the process! But could
she be the only hope to stop the Sith from completely crushing the
Republic? Then, discover the origins of the Sith rule of two, one
master and one apprentice, as Lord Hoth's Army of Light face the
Brotherhood of Darkness in a bid to end the galactic conflict once and
for all! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Knight Errant (2010) 1-5, Star Wars:
Knight Errant - Deluge (2011) 1-5, Star Wars: Knight Errant - Escape
(2012) 1-5, Star Wars: Jedi vs. Sith (2001) 1-6, material from Star Wars
Tales (1999) 16
Threat of Peace Nov 19 2022 As representatives of the Galactic
Republic and the Sith Empire attempt to negotiate a peace treaty,
deception by the Sith puts the Jedi in an unfortunate position.
Star Wars: The Old Republic Volume 1 -- Blood of the Empire
Apr 24 2023 After hundreds of years, the Sith Empire has returned to
the galaxy, determined to crush the Republic that sent them into exile.
For young Sith Teneb Kel, it is his only chance to rise above his lowly
beginnings as a slave and prove his worth to the Dark Council. Yet
their mission for him is unexpected. He will not hunt Jedi, but rather a

fellow Sith–the Emperor's apprentice! • Introduces major events and
characters from LucasArts and BioWare's massive multiplayer online
game The Old Republic! • Written by Alexander Freed, a senior writer
behind the game.
Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic Sep 17 2022 Engage in a
Golden Age Saga - Strategies for fighting and equipment usage -
Exclusive maps for every level, from Endar Spire to the climatic final
battle - Strategies for each character class - Details on every NPC and
party member - Complete strategies for the card game Pazaak -
Comprehensive item, power-up, and weapon lists - Complete
walkthrough from Padawan to Jedi Master - Tips for resisting (or
receiving) the dark side! - All puzzle solutions, minigames, and side
quests revealed
New & Old Wars Jun 14 2022 Deals with the implications of 'the new
wars' in the post 9-11 world. This work shows how old war thinking in
Iraq has greatly exacerbated what is the archetypal new war - with
insurgency, chaos and the occupying forces' lack of direction prescient
of a different kind of conflict emerging in the 21st Century.
Star Wars the Old Republic Encyclopedia Jun 07 2024 A guided tour of
the mysterious Star Wars™ galaxy during the turbulent times of the
Old Republic Enter the world of The Old Republic, the new online Star
Wars™ game franchise, with Star Wars™ The Old Republic
Encyclopedia. Explore the characters, weapons, vehicles, events,
locations and planets of the galaxy in the times of the Old Republic.
Created in collaboration with LucasArts, this is more than just an
encyclopedia - it is a guided tour of a dangerous, compelling and
mysterious universe featuring amazing stills and plans from the
groundbreaking video game. Star Wars™ The Old Republic
Encyclopedia is a must-have for Star Wars™ fans of all ages.
Revan: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) May 14 2022 There’s
something out there: a juggernaut of evil bearing down to crush the
Republic— unless one lone Jedi, shunned and reviled, can stop it.
Hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior—the man called Revan has
been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the
Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent on destroying the
Republic. The Jedi Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of
redemption was the loss of his memories. All that’s left are
nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. What happened beyond the Outer
Rim that Revan can’t quite remember or entirely forget? One thing
he’s certain of: Something dark is plotting to destroy the very
existence of the Republic. With no idea how to identify the threat, let
alone stop it, Revan may be doomed to fail. For he’s never faced a
more powerful and diabolic enemy. But only death can stop him from
trying. “An excellent book . . . [Karpyshyn] really draws the reader
in.”—Eucantina “Full of adventure, danger, and
revelations.”—TheForce.Net
Star wars the old republic. Inganno Apr 12 2022
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